"I believe people want the best for this place we call home and, in any way possible, we all want to make it better for everyone. The Community Foundation continues to be on the cutting edge of addressing the needs of our region."

Susan Cogswell, Board Chair, 2014-2016

2022 DONOR PARTNERS

A Front Credit Union
Jim Ashart
Alfie Dacco
Barbara Aldredge
Jawn Allen and Suzanne Miller Allen
Maureen and Betsy Allen
American Association of University Women Women and Roger Amundsen
Rosanne Anderson
Sharon Tipton Anding Foundation
Phyllis and Mary Ann Anderson
Angelatos Family
Gabriela Aignerbrandt
Anonymous
Gary and Mimi Appell Family Fund
Bob and Molly Appelford
Ed and Mary Arbut
Mary Ann Armo
Laura Asial
Aventi Engineering, LLC
Dr. Christopher and Vickie Avery
Lola Bahle and Larry Melday
Bruce Baker and Gene Wolfe
Rose Baker
Jenet Barber
Gary and Christy Banhandsen
Jim and Jan Bardenhagen
Mike and Carol Baur
Timothy Barr and Bonnie Neece
Constance Barrow
Cindy Bartonek
Robert Bartowski
Roger and Jan Bauer
Carol Baur
BC Pizza - Kelkaska
Tony Beasley
Jim Bean
Beecher Island Boat Co.
Ginny Becker
Rick and Jena Becker
Robert and Theo Becker
Beers Family Foundation
Maclle and Lorraine Beers
Ernest Beinke
David and Sara Belknap
Jeffrey and Kathleen Bell
Mary Bellewes
Beverly S. Bery
Benoit Arena Symphony Orchestra
Benzie Sunrise Rotary Foundation
John and Rebecca Bertran
Kristen Bergman
Cory Bieue
The Les and Anne Biederman Foundation
Dennis and Marlene Bienkowski
Bob and Sally Biggs
Allis Bingham
Butch and Jackie Bingham
Dr. Richard and Susan Bingham
Kay Biondo
Rechael Birk and Chris Davids
Tom and Gwen Bischoff
Gus and Shirley Bishop
Brian Blood
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
John Boats
David Spruncus Bogart
Nancy Bolt
Al and Joan Bonney
Cheryl Booth
Boquist Family Fund
Susan Bosler
Robert and Ann Botsch
Thad Boussama and Amy Littlefield-Boussama
Tom Boussama
Mark Bowyer
James and Dione Boyd
Joan Boyd
Robert Boyle
Linda Bradley
Evelyn Bracht
Bob and Nancy Branski
Chris and April Branson
Daphne and Bob Branson
Craig Brass
Kale Bratko
Tim Bruck
Paul and Amanda Brink
Brooklynn Foundation
Blake and Marc Brooks
Dr. Edward and Ingrid Brophy
Mike and Nancy Brown
Susan Brown
Sara Brubaker
Kathleen Bruce
Gordon Brunner
John Brunner
Connie Brusk
Bonnine-Jean Buckett
Bill and Connie Buckett
John Halle Bucklin
Linda Halle Bucklin
David Suffit
Doug Bull and Jennifer Foster Bull
Jodie Buntain-Rickels
Cassie Burtles
Sue Burke
Keith and Joanne Burnham
Mike and Denise Busley
Ed and Leslie Butt
Charles and Susan Butson
Bruce and Mary Byl
Chuck and Susan Cady
Scrubb and Betty Calcott
Craig Cameron DDS
Bruce and Linda Campbell
Steve Campbell
Tom and Dianne Campbell
Tom and Dianne Campbell Charitable Fund at
The Chicago Community Foundation
Ed and Megan Carrell
Paul and Betsy Ingersoll Carroll
Mike and Jo Carter
Bill and Sandy Carter
CBRE
Dr. Nick Ceglicz
Cellar 152
Rhode Tang Centazzo
Charlevoix County Community Foundation
Chesapeake Electric Cooperative
K. Ross Childs
James Chornom
Steve and Halle Christian
Nick Christopher
Chuck Cosgrove and Sallie Thompson
Frank and Sandra Closke
Lauren and Alex Clark
Bill and Cheryl McConnell
Dario Cudicin and Melinda Bagley
Ellen J. Cleary
Bob and Dorothy Clore
Tim and Mary Cloos
Marilyn Coble
Pete and Anne Colburn
Susan and Al Cogswell
Mary and Betty Colburn
Robert and Patricia Colby Foundation
Pam Collee
Rob and Diane Collier
Ed and Bobbie Collins
Elizabeth A. Collins
Timothy and Brenda Collins
Combs Recovery Group
Concrete Service Inc.
Bob Condon
Congregational Assembly Summer Education Fund
Conrail
Katie Gilligan Considine
Consumers Energy Company
Consumers Energy Foundation
Gordon and Joan Converse
Cash Cook
Jack Cooper
Patrick and Ruth Corcoran

Don and Sue Drenth
Dr. Kenneth and Suzanne Drenth
Bill Drozdalski and Linda Janman
Beth and John Dunkel
Elizabeth Durham
Robert and Margaret Dunn
Tom and Monica Dumers
Jim and Sue Dumers
Jim and Sally Dutton
Paul and Nancy Dunay
Kris and Dave Dunley
Kristian Devlin
Tom and Susan Downey
Don Davis
David and Ingrid Driskell
Doris and Frank DuBois
Gary and Ann Dwyer
Katrina and Brian Dykstra
Kelli and Mark Dreyfus

Paul and Charlene Fitzpatrick
Dave and Carol Flesher
The Flour Pot
Edward and Joanne Folsom
Lori Roper Forester
Bob and Beverly Forslund
Bud Foster
Phyllis Foster
Cyndi Fournier
Carrie Fowler-Cehstring
Fox Grand Traverse
Frederickson Supply
Julia Freiburger and Vic Milla
Friends of the Betsie Valley Trail
Fred and Karen Frost
Jim and Sue Frye
David and Marcia Fuhlsn
David Furman
Enka Fussman
Paul and Nancy Gallina
Peter and Patricia Gaugas
Lars Gales and Dana Curran-Gales
Nancy Gallagher and Kevin Weber
Sarah and Michael Gano
Nancy Garrett
Mary Geiling
Gaynell Gentella
Russell & Jane Gesse Charitable Fund
Dr. Thomas Gots and Margaret Burrows-Gots
Jeff and Georgie Gletten
Dr. William and Jane Garlock Fund
Richard and Mary Jane Glatz
M. R. Gilhooley
Dean Ginzler
Virginia Girard
Gib Lipton
Nick and Nina Gauch
Oiler Adkins-Greene
Dan and Magee Gordon
Greg and Patti Gorini
Grand Traverse Bank E.D.C.
Grand Traverse Bay Sailing and Power Squadron
Larry and Barbara Graves
"I hope that our future holds room for compromise regarding the direction our region, and the communities within it, will go. I trust the Community Foundation to find, fund, and support the common threads that bind us all."

Elise Crafts, Board Director, Benzie County

"I grew up in a small town and loved giving back to my community! The Community Foundation embraces that idea of giving back locally to the areas of biggest needs."

Marshall Collins, Board Director, Leelanau County

2022 DONOR PARTNERS

Great Lakes Forge, Inc.
Great Lakes Packing Company
Ann Greenwell
Dan and Ann Gregory
Patrick and Nancy Griffin
Roger and Sheryl Griffin
Kathy Grimstiner
Dennis and Carol Grinmient
Dick Grout
GT Butterfly House & Bug Zoo
Alma Perez Guajardo
Thomas Guibac
Jami Guyer
Joe Gutowski
Don and Katie Gwin
Douglas and Nancy Haberland
Tammy Hagerty
Andi and Rob Halpin
Robert and Diane Hammon
Kiff Hamp
Steven and Sheila Hamp
Valerie Hendy
Chip and Laura Hansen
Harbor Flooring
John and Mary Cheryl Hargrove
Gary and Sandra Harlacher
Scott and Molly Harson
Liz Hartswell
David and Susan Haugh
Jon and Peggy Hawley

Harrington-Fitch Family Foundation
Ed Hertenstein
Cynthia Higgins
Dick and Carol Hilton
Gary and Janie Hoehn
James and Virginia Hoffa
Chawlene M. Hogan
Bryan and Shelly Holdenman
Bill and Myrna Holland
Elen Gracey Holshier
Mark and Yvonne Holtz
Jay and Diane Homan
Home Builders Association of the Grand Traverse Area
Honor Bank
Gordon Hopeian and Dr. Carol McKee
Thomas and Shellie Hopper
Elizabeth Hossick
Janet Hough
David and Jane Howard
Jeff and Sandy Howe
Vicki Howley
Tom Housie
Jim and Diane Huckle
Jim and Diane Huckle Family Foundation
Racquel Huddleston
Mike and Lasa Hugel
Fran and Joan Hughes
Cindy Hull
Sheila M. Humphreys

Kristina Jansma
John and Meg Janssen
JBF FOR THE BIG O
Cindy Johnson and Kathleen Kane
David and Kathleen Johnson
Dick Johnson
Keith and Claudette Johnson
Bob and Cindy Joly
Debores Jones
Rob and Mica Jones
John and Ginger Keele
Pam and Dan Kaiser
Chris Kortjgis
Lawrence Kantor
Jane and Craig Kanttara
Dawn Kesser
Jennifer Keaney
Bob and Mary Keedy
Dennis and Connie Keller
Jeff and Molly Keller Fund
Jenny Kellor
Anne Weboor Ben
William and Shelley Kerch Charitable Fund
Michael and Marguerite Kenney
Paul and Shelley Keeler
Robbin Kettlewell
Richard and Jami Kieman
John King
Steve King
Steve W. King

Susan Krause
Zeb Krumlauf
John and Laura Kuczynski
Karen Kuehlhorn
Jim and Kris Kunz
Cuts D. Kutthauer and Fred G. Manuel
Ghena Kurnick
Kwik Print
Jennifer and Kieran Lake
James and Suzanne Lammeter
Peter Lane
Edward O. Lanphier II and Cameron M.

Hugh Maclean
Prinpa Mahal
Dave and Barbi Mahan
Dave and Mary Maynard
Marc and Jeanne Mains
Carol and George Marsh
Karl Masch
Elizabeth Martin
Kerry K. Martinson
Karen and Tim Maskell
Colleen Masterson-Bodko and Chris Bradby
Jim and Lynn McAndrews

Morgan Stanley Foundation
Courtney Morris
Richard and Elizabeth Morris
Kim and Whetoy Morris
Paul L. and Nancy L. Morris Gift Fund
Charles Stewart Motz Foundation
Ving Mlou
Chuck and Linda Mueller
Dan and Sylvia Murr
Fred Muller
John L. Mulvaney Foundation
Anthea D. Murphy
Elizabeth Murphy
Jim and Bruce Murray
William Nakatsky
Sarah and Troy Naperala
National Christian Foundation - West Michigan
Sally Neal
Cindy Neddo
John and Susan Nehra
Dirk Nelson
Sharon K. Nelson
Wally and Peggy Nelson
Michael and Nancy Newbonne
Network for Good
"In the future, the most successful communities in our region will be those that collaborate across inseparable social, environmental, and economic sectors. The Community Foundation is investing in our region to assure truly thriving communities for this and future generations."

Jerry Ring, Board Director, Grand Traverse County

Networks Northwest
Ann and Norm NeuenSchwander
Alan Newton
Nitti’s Seafood & Pizza
Tom and Mary Nixon Charitable Fund
Tim Notter
Marynell and Glenn Noonan
Martha A. Norris
NorthGuard Technology Group
Janis Wellin Nota Charitable Fund
Novarro Management
Pat and Marlene O’Connor
Bill and Nancy O’Neill
Judy and Tom Ortinger
Bob and Sue Overzak
Bill and Joanna Olson
Olson, Rockau & Howard, P.C.
Eric and Joyce Olson
Janice Olson
Richard Olson Trust
Oyama Food Cooperative, Inc.
Michael O’Cusanion and Patricia Rogers
Jeffrey Pardus
Erica and Thomas Paramore
Bill and Joey Parris
Osin and Ann-Peach
Peter and Sarah Payette
Dennis and Joann Peasall
Karl Pearson
Sarah D. Peck
Kristina Papallo and David Leal
Anita and Em Pepper
Stacey Poretz
Perry Family Fund
Roger and Heather Perry
Tim and Anne Morrison Perry
Maggie and Vaughn Persinger
Dawn and Susan Peterson
Ed and Patty Patrick
Denis and Martha Pierce
Thomas Pierce and Mary Beth Kazanski
Sam A. Plunti
The Place, LLC

Michael and Nancy Flossner
Chris and Marjorie Porter
Christine Kyprianides Potter and Gary Potter
Kate Posbin
Verne Powell
George and Nancy Powell
Pam Prairie and Bill Premo
David and Donna Prevo
Doug and Mary Putnam
Angie Quinn and Steve Nagy
RM. Young Company
John and Linda Rasmussen
Jim and Pam Raddabaugh
Royce Ragen and Ken Bloom
Bruce Randall
Erle Randall
Jack and Mary Pat Randall
Larry and Gail Rangers
Elleen Rauschert
Tak Ready
Ruth Reeve
Renee & Wellness & Hydration
Rhemann Foundation
Rohmann Group
Robert Reider and Susan Mc cranney
Adelle and Conrad Ritter
Dan Remorzi
Elise Bonwell Revenaugh
Leila Reymen-Tumminello
Jennifer Reynolds
Howard and Dianne Richter
Gary and Liz Rickner
Jim and Susan Reiff
Jenny Ring
Constance L. Ruppel Trust
Mike and Anne Rivard
Georgia Rivers
Cindy Robb
Judith Robbins
Bob Robbins
Lise M. Roberts
John and Carl Jo Roberts
Whitney Roberts and Sara Boys

Kelsey and Cherie Robinson
Madelina Robinson
Rae and Pat Robinson
Scott Rodes
Ann Rogers
Kathy and Steve Rogers
Dave and Liz Rollert
Brad Rollins
Ron and Kathy (Twint) Romero
Sue Ronzone
Ken and Cynthia Rosiek
Rotary Charities of Traverse City
Rotraha Family Charitable Fund
Heather Rubeski
Solvent Group
Rick and Cindy Sack
Henry and Karen Sallit
James and Verna Salk
Lou and Nancy Sanford
Bill and Mary Lou Sankleiel
Many Seral
Ross and Kerry Satterson Charitable Gift Fund
Martha Scarborough
The Scald Family
Kathy Scherger
Ed and Amy Schindler
Kurt and Karen Schmitt
Robert and Shanon Scholz
Sarah Schonberg
Andrew Schooner
Sue Schooner
Walt and Pat Schroth
Curt Schultz
Kathy and Steve Schultz
Wally Schwartz
John and Bonnie Siebrit
Rosebud and Max Siefke
Scott and Debi Sellen
Sessions Anesthesia Staffing P.L.C.
Shannon Family Foundation
Patricia Sharpnack
Barbara Shellenman

Sharen Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
Janet and Terry Selsing
Gary and Carol Silverman
Kimball and Constance Simon
Marylin Sisk
Ted and Kelly Slater
Donna Sotir
Dudley and Kim Smith
Drs. Mark and Ann Smith
Bill and Mary Smith
Gregg and Dee Smith
Jeff and Kristen Smith Charitable Fund
Linda Smith
Matina Smith and Thomas Gilbert
Marc and Abbie Smith
Woodly Smith and Susannah Tabin
John and Suzanne Smudek
Maureen and Paul Smyth
Dr. Peter and Kristen Sneed
John Snow
Robbin and Nathan Sommers
Larry and Linda Sommerville
John and Bonnie Sonnenman
Susan K. Sokal
Patricia and Robert Soutas-Little
Patrick and Monica Southard
Mark and Kathy Spence
Stephen and Penny Stawell
Joe and Joan Stafford
Mary Starnes
Terry and Ann Sarnin
Stamler Family Donor Advised Fund
Molly and John Stanifield
Bill and Cherry Steige
Jeffrey Steigerwald
Kim Stephens
Steve A. Stephens
Thomas Stephenson
Jim and Donna Stewarts
R. Troy and Carolyn Stobert
Tom Stokes
Vic and Joan Strecher
Mary and Carol Studdinger
Katie Sztul and Ryan Warder
Ann Swainey
Rues and Jane Swanson
Judith Swartz
Laura Swine
Simpple B Designs LLC
John and Marcy Szemewski
Bob Tarkington
Mike and Anne Taylor
Wally Schwartz
John and Bonnie Seibrit
Rosebud and Max Siefke
Scott and Debi Sellen
Sessions Anesthesia Staffing P.L.C.
Shannon Family Foundation
Patricia Sharpnack
Barbara Shellenman

Denny and Kathy Tilley
Jamie Tolles
Harrison Tong and Andrea Goethals
Martha Topol and David Kirby
Diane and Glen Tracy
Traverse City Administrators Association
Traverse City Area Public Schools
Traverse City Tourism
Traverse City West Titan Athletic Boosters
Tom and Sue Turnbull
Richard and Anne Tyon
Kathy Tuckerman
Clifford and Diana Tulp
 Peg Turney
Twin Bay Dock
Gershon Ull
United Way of Northwestern Michigan
Loss and John Urek
LSSA
LSSA
USS Indianapolis CA-35 Survivors Organization
Chuck and Jan Weilke
Sharon Vance
Doug Virciglio
Allen VanderPeets
Marti VanEeneam-Iwaniw
William and Susan VanKirk
Barb and Jim Verley
Jo Vaughan
Norm Villegas and Judi Brummel
Venture North: Funding & Development
Vidar Masonry LLC
Bake and Sara Jo Vidos
Market Village Food Center
John and Lynn Vinkemunder
Karen Voloschuk
Kim and John Volk
Sue Veltz
Julio Voza
Donald and Martha Voorhees
Steve and Linda Wade
Dr. Michael and Debra Wagner
Harley Wales
Dick and Mary Walker
Dr. Dave and Becky Walker
Kent and Suzanne Walker
Kent, Suzanne, Alden Walker Gift Fund
Nancy and Kent Walton
Stevie Walton
Drs. Lawrence and Jamie Warburge
Susan Warren
Ruth Ann and Tom Watkins
Janice Watson
Wendy Watton
James and Pauline Weaver
Cathy Webb
Jill Weibel
Barbara Gilmore Weber
Debi Weinert
Thomas Wenzel
Susan Wenzel
Bucky Wesley

Paul West
Wetz Charitable Fund
Bob and Mary Weyand
Whirling Frog Tile
White Light / Wendy Buhr
Gierer and Deborah White
Mark White
Whitney Foundation
Charles and Gina Whitney
Susan Widman
Helena and Orlee Wilkinson Fund - St. Louis
Community Foundation
Richard V. and Kimiko Williams
Ronald T. Williamson
Frank and Beverly Winters
Eric and Barbara Winkelmann
Doug Wiesmeier and Lori Frank
Bill and Rita Witter
Peter and Ginny Wissanger
Allen and Janice Wolfe
Jesse and Molly Wolfe
Randy and Joen Woods
Wayne and Sharon Workman
Helen Wraisky
Jim and Kit Wyser
Pam Yee
Stan Zheker
Frank and Ruth Zinn
Andrew and Kristin Zlotnik
Zonta Club of Traverse City Service Fund

Contributions from GTRCF Funds
Ed and Mary Ablit Family Endowment
Lawrence and Susan Burks Family Endowment
Charlie and Linda Kerf Fund
Larry and Joan Miller Endowment
John and Carolyn Olsen Fund
Joyce and Bruce Rogers Family Fund
Rory Endowment
Robert and Pauline Young Family Endowment